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Abstract

We present a 3D light-sensitive display. The display is capa-

ble of presenting simple opaque 3D surfaces without self oc-

clusions, while reproducing both viewpoint-sensitive depth
parallax and illumination-sensitive variations such as shad-

ows and highlights. Our display is passive in the sense that
it does not rely on illumination sensors and on-the-fly ren-

dering of the image content. Rather, it consists of optical

elements that produce light transport paths approximating
those present in the real scene.

Our display uses two layers of Spatial Light Modulators

(SLMs) whose micron-sized elements allow us to digitally

simulate thin optical surfaces with flexible shapes. We de-
rive a simple content creation algorithm utilizing geometric

optics tools to design optical surfaces that can mimic the

ray transfer of target virtual 3D scenes. We demonstrate a
possible implementation of a small prototype, and present a

number of simple virtual 3D scenes.

1. Introduction

Despite significant recent advances in multiscopic display

technology [2, 29, 50, 12], the majority of these displays are
still limited in an important aspect: they can only display

a scene captured under a fixed-illumination condition, and
they do not naturally react to illumination in the viewer’s

environment. However, changing the environment lighting

can vary appearance substantially by shifting highlights and
shadows. These effects are extremely important for shape

and material perception, and thus for realism.

This paper makes a step towards a 3D light-sensitive dis-

play, capable of presenting a viewpoint-sensitive depth con-
tent as well as spatially varying material reflectance prop-

erties that will accurately react to the interaction between

environment lighting and scene geometry.

A popular approach taken in [39, 34, 8, 22, 20, 21, 23] is
to build an active light-sensitive display in which a cam-

era is used to capture the illumination in the viewing envi-

ronment, and the displayed scene is re-rendered to match
the sensed illumination. In contrast, this paper proposes a

passive display device. It does not have its own source of

radiant power and does not rely on illumination sensors. It

operates using an optical setup controlling how environment

lighting is reflected. The passive approach has two main ad-
vantages. First, since computationally expensive rendering

engines are not required, it draws only negligible power to

maintain its state, making it more energy-efficient and mo-
bile. Second, it reacts to illumination changes instantly, at

the speed of light.

Some passive devices have been proposed in recent years,

however they all consider restricted subsets of light-
sensitive effects. For example, some displays consider only

2D surfaces. Other displays consider 3D targets, but assume

that the viewer position is fixed. An alternative model con-
siders only distant light sources, which produce spatially-

invariant illumination on the display area. The family of
previous models is summarized in Table 1 and reviewed in

Sec. 1.1.1.

In this paper we attempt to display 3D objects while ad-

dressing general viewpoint and lighting, which can vary

both spatially and angularly. To simplify the problem, we
restrict our attention to the display of smooth and opaque

surfaces without self occlusions. As we explain below,

while the general space of all incoming and outgoing direc-
tions accounts for an 8D lightfield space, the type of scenes

considered in this paper allows us to reduce the problem
into a 5D non-linear sub-manifold.

Our display follows [16], and uses Spatial Light Modu-
lation (SLM) technology. SLMs are arrays of micron-

sized units offering dynamic computer control over surface

micro-structures, an effect that can be used to control the
reflected light. However, while the single SLM layer used

in [16] is inherently limited to 4D subspaces of the 8D light-
field, our design uses a cascade of two such SLMs, an ar-

rangement which can significantly expand the set of light

transport models we can support.

Due to their micron-sized units, SLM appearance should be

analyzed using wave optics models. However, designing the
SLM content using wave optics directly (e.g. Ye et al. [53]),

results in cost functions involving a combinatorial number
of local minima that are hard to optimize and analyze. To

address thisdifficulty,we suggest design algorithms that are

based on geometric optics tools, providing a quick approx-
imation to the wave model. These algorithms are easier to

optimize, and improve our understanding of the problem.



Our first contribution is to derive a simple closed-form solu-
tion for the display assignment in the case of thin bas-relief

surfaces. Given a target virtual surface, this solution uses

the first display layer as a lens, which focuses on the second
layer the rays that would otherwise have focused on the tar-

get surface. The second layer can then directly copy surface

details from a scaled version of the target surface.

As a second contribution, we suggest an approximation
strategy extending the bas-relief case to more general sur-

faces with varying depth, whose optimization involves sim-
ple quadratic programming. We demonstrate the strategy

and its limitation through simulations.

Our third contribution is the implementation of a small pro-

gramable display prototype. It can present simple smooth
opaque 3D surfaces, while reproducing both viewpoint-

parallax and illumination-dependent appearance effects

such as varying highlights and attached shadows. The ini-
tial prototype has a high spatial resolution. However, due

to the limitation of existing SLMs, it has a small size and
a very limited angular range. However, SLM technology is

rapidly advancing and may soon relax these limitations as

any improvement in SLM resolution directly translates into
a wider angular range.

1.1. Related work

An excellent survey of the state-of-the-art in computational

fabrication and display of light-sensitive appearance was re-
cently published by Hullin et al. [25]. Below we discuss

some technologies that are most related to our work.

1.1.1 Passive displays

Passive displays are desirable because they react instanta-
neously to environment lighting, and because of their mod-

est power consumption. We consider here both hardware

fabricated objects, and real digital displays.

In its most general form, a light-sensitive display should
allow a mapping L(xin , αin , xout, αout) from any incident

ray (xin , αin) to any outgoing ray (xout, αout). Since each

spatial coordinate xin, xout as well as each angular coor-
dinate αin , αout can vary in 2D, the variability of all these

aspects accounts for an 8D display. Previous passive light-
sensitive displays simplify the task by considering various

lower-dimensional subsets of the problem. We discuss the

leading strategies below, and summarize them in Table 1.

2D display: The first family of light-sensitive surfaces

were designed to generate goal-based caustics [13, 40, 32,

45, 54, 42]. These are refractive surfaces whose structure
is designed to generate special 2D caustic images under

proper illumination. An alternative line of research studied

Dim. Model Reference

2D L(·, αo
in , xout, ·) Caustics

L(xo
in , xo

out, αin + αout) Dot BRDF

4D L(xin, xout = xin, αin + αout) Planar BRDF display

L(·, ·, xout , αout) 3D display

L(xin, αin, xo

out
, αo

out
) [37, 16]

6D L(xin, αin, xout = xin, αout) [14, 53]

L(·, αin, xout, αout) ?

8D L(xin, αin, xout, αout) ?

5D L(xin, αin, xout, αout) This work

Non-lin rest. on scene content

Table 1: A summary of strategies for reducing the di-

mensionality of passive light-sensitive displays. An entry

marked by“ ·” indicates that this dimension is assumed uni-

form or that the output is invariant to it. An entry with su-

perscript o implies that its value is fixed and known when

content is designed. The “?” mark indicates that to our best

knowledge, this configuration was not yet demonstrated.

BRDF display [51, 26], but was restricted to demonstrat-
ing a single BRDF dot rather than spatially-varying BRDF.

While in its most general form a BRDF function of the form

R(αin, αout) has 4D of freedom (2D lighting × 2D view-
point), most BRDF fabrication-and-display strategies con-

sider BRDFs that are mostly a function of the half-vector

αin + αout rather than an independent function of both
αin, αout, restricting its dimensionality to 2D.

4D displays: Another class of special-appearance light-

sensitive surfaces [11, 18, 38, 41, 37, 35, 3] are those tar-
geting 4D subsets of the lightfield. For example, [37] sug-

gested a 4D light-sensitive display L(xin , αin) that assumes

a fixed viewpoint and adjusts the appearance of every point
on the 2D display to any 2D illumination direction. Alterna-

tively, BRDF fabrication and displays [35, 36, 16] present a
2D image, such that in each spatial pixel one can control the

BRDF that variesas a function of the half-vector, effectively

controlling a 4D function of the form L(x,αin + αout).

6D displays: A more expressive type of light-sensitive
displays consider 6D lightfieldsof the form L(x,αin , αout),
without restricting them to vary only as a function of the
half vector αin + αout. Note that this model does not triv-

ially support the display of 3D scenes since if the scene con-

tains depth variations, then not all points are located on a
single reference plane. Thus a ray hitting a reference plane

at point xin may continue to propagate until it hits a surface
point at a different depth, reflects and emerges out hitting

the reference plane at a different point xout 6= xin . While

in theory one can use 6D lightfields to display 3D scenes
under distant, spatially-uniform illumination at the price of

some energy loss, we are not aware of any previous attempt



to implement this idea. In contrast, our proposed display
supports general illumination, which can vary spatially and

angularly. This freedom is achieved at the price of simpli-

fying assumptions on the scene content.

Fuchs et al. [14] fabricated a 6D light-sensitive lightfield,
using an elaborate arrangement of lenslets. This flattens the

6D light transport tensor onto a plane, where it is modu-

lated by an attenuating transparent layer. Roughly speaking,
one set of lenslets separates the incoming illumination di-

rections into distinct spatial positions, where they are mod-

ulated by a second set of lenslets and an attenuation layer
to produce the desired reflected field. This approach suffers

from two main limitations. First, due to the high dimension
of the problem, the flattened lightfield tensor suffers from

inherent resolution limits, and in practice the prototype was

limited to a quantized set of 7 × 7 × 6 × 5 directions. A
second issue is that the design assumes that the illumination

source arrives from the back of the display while the viewer
is located at the other side. Generalizing this arrangement

to a more natural setup in which lighting and viewer are lo-

cated on the same side of the display is non trivial, since the
light would have to travel back through the lenslet layers.

In [53] a surface with 6D variation was fabricated by cas-

cading multiple transparencies, each of them printed with

micron-sized features. Using wave optics tools, they pre-
dicted the propagation of light through the layers, and

defined an optimization problem to find a micro pattern
whose diffracting wave matches a target appearance. While

this approach considers light transport using accurate wave

models, the resulting optimization problem is highly non-
convex, thus hard to optimize and analyze.

1.1.2 Holography

Holography is based on recording the fine interference pat-
tern between the wave scattered from a 3D object and a

mutually-coherent reference plane wave [43, 10, 4, 52].

When the recorded fringe pattern is viewed under proper
illumination, the observer perceives the object’s 3D par-

allax. Computer-generated holograms induce the experi-
ence of virtual 3D objects that need not exist in the real

world [9, 49, 1, 52], and programmable holographic dis-

plays based on these ideas have been implemented using
SLM technology [47, 31, 46].

Volume holography: Most existing holograms fall under

the thin holograms category, in the sense that the fringe pat-
tern is recorded on a relatively thin plane, as achieved by a

single planar SLM. These holograms are essentially equiv-
alent to 4D lightfields, since they can only record the scat-

tering wave under a single illumination direction. When

illuminated by a plane wave whose angle is different from
the recording angle, a rotated version of the scene is recon-

structed. In contrast, in volume holograms [33, 17, 6], the

(a) Display setup (b) Angle conventions

Figure 1: Setup: (a) Our display consists of two layers at fixed

depths on which we can realize programable thin optical surfaces.

These surfaces are designed such that they direct rays in the same

way as a target 3D virtual surface. Dashed rays mark the expected

path of rays to and from the virtual surface, while solid ones de-

note the path via the display layers. While the path inside the dis-

play is different than the virtual path, the ray via the display and

the ray from the virtual surface coincide upon exiting the display.

(b) The sign convention for angles in our system.

fringe patterns are recorded over a volume whose thickness

is a few hundred wavelengths. The result is that the object

is reconstructed only if illuminated by the exact recording
angle and wavelength. Expanding this idea, one can store

on the hologram multiple scenes from multiple illumination
directions and achieve illumination-sensitive image recon-

struction. Stratified volume holograms [28, 7, 24] attempt

to approximate the volume principle using discrete layers.
Volume holograms are usually manufactured by exposing

a photosensitive glass. Recently, computational optimiza-
tion approaches that can find micro-scale patterns to print

on a stratified hologram have been proposed [5, 30, 15, 53].

Volumetric holograms are very relevant to our 8D display
goal. However, while the design and analysis of volume

holograms usually involves complex electromagnetic equa-

tions, we propose here simpler geometric optics analysis,
which is directly tailored to our goals, and suggest that two

planar layers already provide some of the more useful vol-
umetric control flexibilities.

2. Our Model

Setup: Figure 1(a) illustrates the display geometry, con-

sisting of two planar layers placed at a distance D from
each other, on which we conceptually position relatively

thin optical elements whose shape will be denoted here as
zd
1 (x), zd

2 (x). The front layer is transmissive (e.g., a glass)

and the back layer reflective (a mirror). Every incoming ray

is refracted through the front layer, crosses the distance to
the back layer, is reflected by the back layer, propagates

back, and is refracted through the front layer toward the



viewer. Our goal is to find a shape assignment for the layers,
so as to mimic the appearance of a target virtual 3D surface.

That is, the display layers should be designed such that any

ray hitting the front layer of the display will emerge from it
at the exact same position and orientation as it would have

emerged had it traveled straight to the virtual surface and

been reflected from it.

Our assumptions: We will design our display using the

following simplifying assumptions on the scene and setup.

(i) The display is illuminated and viewed only within a
bounded angular range αin, αout ∈ [−ΩM ,ΩM ]. (ii) Our

3D scene contains opaque surfaces without rapid depth vari-

ations. (iii) A ray at angle α ∈ [−ΩM ,ΩM ] does not inter-
sect the surface at more than one point. That is, no self oc-

clusion are present, and hence cast shadows do not appear.
(iv) Each surface point can have an independent BRDF. As

is the case with most physical BRDFs when no subscatter-

ing is present, the BRDFs are only a function of the half
vector between the incoming and outgoing rays at the inter-

section point. That is, the BRDF is a function of αin +αout,
rather than an independent function of both (αin, αout). (v)

Since our angles of interest are small we use the paraxial

approximation to ray optics. In the supplementary file we
show empirically that this approximation is reasonable for

incident and viewing angles up to about 20o.

Dimensionality: As explained in Sec. 1.1.1, general

light-sensitive displays that can support arbitrary transfor-
mations between any incoming ray to any outgoing ray es-

sentially lie in 8D. Under the assumptions mentioned above,
the light-transport functionsof our scenes lie in a non-linear

5D submanifold: for each 2D point on the display plane we

have one degree of freedom in selecting the surface height
and two degrees of freedom in selecting a BRDF.

Yet, this 5D display offers new capabilities that were not

demonstrated by previous 6D displays [14, 53] discussed
in Sec. 1.1.1, which mostly demonstrated spatially and an-

gularly varying appearance effects on a 2D display plane.

While this was not yet demonstrated in previous work, a
6D display can mimic a light-sensitive appearance of a 3D

scene only if the illumination source is assumed to be dis-
tant enough so that its output is spatially uniform over the

display area. In contrast, our display supports general illu-

mination that can vary spatially and angularly.

SLMs and their implications: As will be discussed in
Sec. 5, in practice the display layers in our setup (Fig.1) are

realized digitally using two reflective Spatial Light Modu-
lators (SLMs). Since the layers consist of very small ele-

ments, to accurately analyze how light propagates through

such a display, we must account for the wave nature of
light. Unfortunately, a direct design using this waves model

quickly leads to a hard non-linear optimization. To make

the problem tractable, we analyze the surfaces using geo-
metric optics tools. This choice is motivated by the em-

pirical observation of Glasner et al. [16] that the geometric

optics model provides reasonable approximation when the
surfaces are sufficiently smooth, and can provide a good ini-

tialization for a more accurate wave optics optimization.

While we defer the description of the SLM operation to

Sec. 5, it is worth mentioning here two main limitations of
this implementation: (i) the optical surfaces that we can im-

plement are rather thin, and (ii) the maximal surface slope

they can express is bounded |∂zd
k (x)/∂x| ≤ SM . As will

be explained in Sec. 5, this constraint also implies that the

range of angles by which the display can be illuminated and

viewed is limited.

Notations: For ease of notation, we will perform most of

our derivation in flatland. As mentioned above, we denote

the optical surfaces programmed on the display layers as
zd
k (x) where k = 1, 2 is the layer index, and the virtual tar-

get surface height function as zv(x). For optical derivation

we often rely on the surface slope which we denote here as:

sd
k (x) =

∂zd
k (x)

∂x
, sv(x) =

∂zv(x)

∂x
. (1)

We assume w.l.o.g. that the optical axis of the system co-

incides with the z axis, and that the front layer of the dis-
play is positioned at the z = 0 plane, see setup and coor-

dinate system in Fig. 1. We denote a light ray by a 3 × 1
vector r = (x,α, 1)T where x is the spatial distance from
the optical axis at the ray origin, and α denotes its angle

with respect to the optical axis. When an input ray rin

propagates through a scene it is transferred to an output ray

rout = A(rin), where the transformation A is determined

by the scene geometry. In this paper we will denote by
Av , Ad the transformations through the target virtual scene

and through the display layers correspondingly, where the

input and output rays rin, rout are recorded at their inter-
section with the z = 0 plane. We will also be interested in

the forward and backward transformations Af
v , A

f
d , Ab

v , Ab
d ,

where Af
v , A

f
d map an input ray rin from the z = 0 plane to

its intersection with the virtual surface or the back layer of

the display. Similarly Ab
v , Ab

d refer to the backward trans-

formation from the back surface to the z = 0 plane.

Display goals: Our goal is to find two thin optical sur-
faces z1(x), z2(x) to be presented on the display layers, so

as to mimic the ray transfer of the target virtual surface. For
uniform surfaces, this reduces to the request that Ad = Av ,

i.e. every incoming ray rin hitting the front layer should

exit the display in the same position and orientation as the
ray rout that would have emerged if the incoming ray had

actually been reflected by the target virtual surface.



Figure 2: Optically-equivalent pairs. For each virtual mirror

(dashed gray line), we find a pair of display surfaces (solid black

curves) at fixed depths, producing an equivalent ray transforma-

tion. Dashed rays mark reflection at the target virtual surface and

solid rays refraction and reflection via the display layers. Despite

the different paths inside the display, the output position and di-

rection of the display rays coincide with the rays reflecting at the

virtual surface. Moreover, two rays that meet on the target sur-

face also meet on the back layer of the display. The one-to-one

mapping between points on the virtual surface and points on the

back layer of the display allows us to copy the texture of the target

surface. For each of two virtual surfaces, we present two types of

solutions, illustrating two different values of t
d

1 in Eq. (5).

If the target surface contains a spatially-varying texture
of intensity or BRDF, ensuring that Ad = Av is insuffi-

cient. For instance, if the surface contains spatially-varying
albedo, we do not only have to ensure that rays emerge at

the right direction, but also that their intensity is properly

attenuated. In order to consistently attenuate all rays that
reach a single point on the display, these rays should also

meet at a single point on the virtual surface. That is, we
need a unique mapping from points on the target surface to

points on the back layer of the display. This situation is il-

lustrated in Figure 2. In the next sections we show that this
is equivalent to making the front layer focus on the back

layer the rays that would otherwise have focused on the tar-

get virtual surface, i.e. the front layer should act as a lens
imaging the surface zv(x) on the back display layer.

3. Bas-Relief Surfaces

We start the derivation of the display assignment by con-
sidering a specific case for which we can derive a simple

closed-form solution. This case will also help us build in-
tuition about the display operation. We consider here bas-

relief surfaces, or essentially “normal maps”. These are rel-

atively planar surfaces, which we will describe as

zv(x) = ζv(x) + cv, (2)

where cv is the plane depth and ζv are small-bounded depth
variations obeying |ζv(x)| ≤ ǫ. Despite the modest depth

variations, ζv(x) can have highly-varying gradient orienta-

tions, leading to a non-uniform appearance. As an example,
consider the thin surface in Figure 3. We note that the plane

depth cv can be arbitrary and may not coincide with the

depth of any of the display layers.

We start by assuming that the surface to be represented is a
pure mirror. In Sec. 3.2, we show that BRDF variations can

be added as a small modification to the same formula, by

considering micro-features on the target surfaces.

3.1. Basrelief: use top layer as a focusing lens

For thin bas-relief surfaces, we have a simple closed-form

solution for the display layers. We use the front layer as
a lens that images the target plane on the back layer of the

display. That is, the frontlayer focuses on the back layer the

rays that would otherwise have focused on the target virtual
surface. The back layer can then present a copy of the target

surface, scaled to match the lens magnification. To this copy

of the target, we need to add a curved mirror that corrects
the angle at which rays are focused.

Claim 1. Given a thin bas-relief surface zv(x) = ζv(x) +
cv at depth cv, we can reproduce its ray transfer using two

display layers at distance D apart. The front layer is a

parabolic lens

zd
1(x) = −

1

2
pd
1 · x

2 − td1 · x+ cd
1 . (3)

and the back layer a parabolic mirror plus a scaled copy of
the target

zd
2(x) = −

1

2
pd
2 · x2 − td2 · x + zv

(

cv

D
x + cvtd1

)

− cv

= −
1

2
pd
2 · x2 − td2 · x + ζv

(

cv

D
x + cvtd1

)

, (4)

where td1 is a free parameter and

pd
1 =

cv − D

Dcv
, pd

2 =
D − cv

D2
, td2 = −

cv

D
td1 =

pd
2

pd
1

td1 .

(5)

The proof is provided in supplementary Appendix A.

Figure 2 illustrates the task of the front layer on a simple

planar scene. This layer focuses on the back layer any pair
of rays that would otherwise meet on the virtual plane. Sim-

ilarly, Figure 3 illustrates the display layers for a bas-relief
surface. The first layer is a parabolic lens and the second

one a quadratic mirrorplus a scaled copy of the target. Note

that Eq. (5) implies that if the virtual layer lies behind the
2nd display layer, i.e. cv > D, we get pd

1 > 0. That is, the

front layer acts as a positive lens focusing rays. The situa-
tion is inverted if the virtual layer lies before the back layer

cv < D. Also, when the front layer acts as a positive lens, it

shrinks the distances between spatial points, hence the copy
of the bunny is scaled down. When one uses a negative lens

at the front layer, the bunny bas-relief is expanded.
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(a) Side view (b) Target surface (c) Top layer surface (d) Back layer surface

Figure 3: A target bas-relief scene containing a thin bunny surface, where the target depth is below the second display layer (first row),

or above it (second row). As suggested by Claim 1, for a surface below the 2nd layer the first layer is a positive lens and the second one

is a negative mirror with a copy of the bunny. The situation is inverted for a surface above the 2nd layer. Since a positive/negative lens on

the top surface shrinks/expands spatial distances, the copy of the bunny on the back layer is smaller/wider.

3.2. BRDF

The above derivation considered the display of a virtual 3D

mirror surface. To simulate surfaces with richer BRDFs,
which reflect on a wider range of directions, we should

add surface roughness. For that we follow the ideas of

the micro-facet theory [48], explaining BRDF formation
by suggesting that if we zoom in closely on a seemingly

smooth surface we will see rough micro-featureswhose size

is lower than the resolution observable by the viewer. A col-
limated set of rays entering the area of pixel x at angle αin

will emerge over a range of angles {αout}, since each ray
hits a different surface normal (see Fig. 4(a)). The exact

angular spread depends on the distribution of normal orien-

tationsover the dot area. This strategy was used by [44, 16],
and we follow it here. To add BRDFs to our target surface,

we select a unit size ∆d that is below the resolvable viewing
resolution. We add to the smooth 3D shape small bumps of

width ∆d. The distribution of normals on the bumpy sur-

face determines the BRDF.

As a simple example, consider a BRDF that is uniform over
an angular range β around the direction of reflection and

reflects zero energy outside this range. Denoting the local

surface slope by s we can express this reflectance as:

R(αin, αout) =

{

1
2β |αout − (αin + 2s)| ≤ β
0 |αout − (αin + 2s)| > β

(6)

To mimic this BRDF we can add to the surface a bump de-
fined by a parabola:

ζ(x − xo) =
β

∆d
(x − xo)

2 , (7)

whose slope over the range [−∆d/2,∆d/2] covers exactly

the angular range [−β, β ]. Note that since we work here in
the paraxial regime, the angle of reflection is approximated

as αout = 2s + αin. Also we can ignore foreshortening as

(a) Target (b) Display

Figure 4: (a) To add BRDF to our target surfaces, we follow the

micro-facets model, adding to the seemingly smooth surface small

micro surfaces whose size is below the resolvable spatial resolu-

tion. The angular variation of the micro-surface causes incoming

rays to spread over a wider angular range. In the figure, dashed

rays represent rays as directed by a smooth mirror surface, and

solid rays represent ray casting when the micro-bump features are

added. (b) To generate the same angular spread with our display,

we add a scaled version of the target micro-bumps to the 2nd layer

of our display.
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(a) Target (b) Target cropped (c) Display

Figure 5: Slopes of the surfaces in Fig. 4. (a) Slopes of the

original target in Fig. 4(a). (b) Cropped slopes: the slopes re-

quired to generate the actual BRDF can be large. However, given

a bounded lighting and viewing range [−ΩM , ΩM ], only slopes

within a fixed range are reflecting light, thus the bump slopes can

be cropped without affecting appearance. (c) Slopes on the dis-

play’s back layer (Fig. 4(b)), equal to the sum of the target slope

plus the slope of the parabolic surface on the 2nd display layer.

Since the slope of a parabola is linear, we effectively add a linear

ramp to the target slopes. The increased slopes are problematic

when the display slope bound SM is not sufficiently wide.



for our small angles we can assume cos(α) ≈ 1.

In our display we follow a similar strategy and add small

bumps to the back layer of the display, as in Fig. 4(b). Once
BRDF is added to the target, adjusting it to the display is

straightforward. Using the 2nd layer construction formula

in Claim 1, we can copy to the back layer a scaled version
of the target surface bumps ζv(x), as in Eq. (4).

With this micro-facet model the BRDFs at each spatial point

only have 2D of freedom,as reflection at each facet point is

a function of the half angle αin +αout and not an indepen-
dent function of both viewing and illumination angles.

Since we illuminate the surface only from angles |αin| <
ΩM , any surface point on the target whose slope is larger

than the angular range, i.e., |z′(x)| > ΩM , can only re-
flect rays outside our angular range. Thus if the BRDFs

spread light over a range wider than ΩM , we can crop the

parts of the bump area that do not contribute to our angular
range, leading to better light efficiency. Also this can possi-

bly make the surface realizable with a smaller slope bound
SM . This cropping is illustrated in Figure 5(b).

3.3. Depth range vs. slope range

As mentioned above, the surfaces we can present on the
display layers should have a bounded slope range |sd

k(x)| <
SM . It is worth noting that this limits the range of scene

depths we can present, simply because the layer power in
Claim 1 increases with depth, resulting in higher slopes. As

illustrated in Fig. 5(c), the slopes on the second layer are
a sum of the depth-dependent power pd

2 (Eq. (5)), and the

slopes of the BRDF bumps, hence wider BRDFs limit the

supported depth even further.

For general surfaces these tradeoffs do not follow simple

rules, but to gain intuition we consider here the case of pla-
nar surfaces with spatially uniform BRDF. In this simple

case we can derive the limit on depth range explicitly.

Claim 2. Consider a planar surface of width W , whose

BRDF is spatially uniform, and suppose the maximal slope
of the BRDF bumps ζv is SBRDF = maxx|ζv ′(x)|. If the

maximal slopes of the surfaces zd
k we can present on the

SLM layers is bounded by SM , then the depth cv of the tar-
get planes we can express on the display should satisfy:

1

2
pd
2W =

D − cv

2D2
W ≤ SM − cv/D · SBRDF (8)

1

2
pd
1W =

D − cv

2Dcv
W ≤ SM (9)

Proof. Consider a target planar mirror surface with width

W at depth cv, defined by zv(x) = cv, ζv(x) = 0. The

closed-form solution from Claim 1 states that the surfaces
we need to place on the display layers are parabolas with

curvatures pd
1 = cv−D

Dcv , pd
2 = D−cv

D2 . Over a spatial area

of [−0.5W, 0.5W ], these parabolas have slope ranges

[

−
1

2
pd

kW,
1

2
pd

kW

]

(10)

Thus, the planes we can present using SLMs whose slope
range is bounded SM , should have depths cv such that
1
2
pd

kW ≤ SM .

Suppose now that our target surface is a plane with non-
mirror BRDF. Let ζv be the bumps generating this BRDF,

and denote the maximal slope of this bump by SBRDF =
maxx|ζv ′(x)|. Adding the bumps to the back layer as in
Eq. (4), implies that at every local point we add a function

with slopes which can reach cv/D · SBRDF , thus the max-
imal cv we can support is even more limited, and should

satisfy 1
2
pd
2W ≤ SM − cv/D ·SBRDF .

To demonstrate the tradeoff of Claim 2, consider Figure 6,
demonstrating simple lightfields in flatland at a viewing

range ΩM = 0.2 (equivalent to 12o). We placed the second

layer at depth D = 2cm. The target scene here was a simple
plane, with some texture to distinguish between neighbor-

ing points. We considered targets at depths zv = 1cm and

zv = 1.5cm and width W = 1cm. When the slope bound
SM = 0.4 was large enough, we could found good values

for the display layers in both cases, and the resulting light-
fields are illustrated in Fig. 6(b) (note that the first surface,

farther from the 2nd layer, has a stronger lightfield slope).

When the bound was reduced to SM = 0.3, the surface far-
ther from the 2nd layer zv = 1 is no longer feasible and the

optimization strategy described in the next section produced
a lightfield with a lower slope (Fig. 6(c),top), meaning that

the solution essentially simulates a plane whose depth is

closer to D. Note that the scenes in Fig. 6(b,c) assumed
a lambertian BRDF, and the BRDF bumps in this case span

a slope range of SBRDF = ΩM = 0.2, even before the

depth-dependent layer curvature is added. Another way to
make the plane at depth zv = 1 feasible is to use a nar-

rower depth range; e.g., Fig. 6(d) illustrates the solutions
with SM = 0.3, SBRDF = 0.04. The disadvantage of a

narrow glossy BRDF is that the scene often appears dark,

especially from large viewing/illumination angles (see dark
rows in Fig. 6(d)), and at surface areas with steep normals.

The narrow BRDF is especially important if we attempt to
use a slope range lower than the angular range of the dis-

play SM < ΩM , in which case to find a feasible solution

one must use a rather narrow BRDF so that SBRDF < ΩM .

As we will see in the results section, these tradeoffs limit

the depth variation and the parallax we can obtain with our

prototype display, given the limited slope range SM that the
SLMs can support. The dark-regions phenomenon will also

be quite apparent in the prototype implementation.



Side view Target lightfield SM = 0.4 SM = 0.3 SM = 0.3
geometry SBRDF = 0.2 SBRDF = 0.2 SBRDF = 0.04

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Visualizing the display slope range constraint, on a flat target at two depths: zv = 1 and zv = 1.5. (a) Flatland lightfield of the

target scene as a function of output angular and spatial coordinates (xout,αout ), under uniform collimated illumination at αin = 0. (b)

Lightfield of the display in case SM is large enough. (c) When slope bound SM is reduced there is no feasible solution for the first scene,

where the surface is farther from the back layer of the display. As a result the optimization resulted in a 1st layer whose power matches

a closer plane, as evident by the fact that the lightfield slope in (c,top) does not match the target slope in (a,top). The second target at

zv = 1.5 already requires lower slopes so it can be displayed correctly even with the tighter SM bound. (d) One way to allow a feasible

solution for a plane at depth zv = 1 without increasing SM is to use a more glossy BRDF, with a narrower angular spread. As a result,

however, the scene appears dark from some angles within our viewing range.

4. Global solution

The derivation in the previous section considered thin bas-
relief surfaces. In this section, we show how to extend it

to more general surfaces that can contain larger depth vari-
ations. Although the solutions we can find in the general

case are not exact, in practice for many scenes we can find

visually plausible approximations. Our strategy will follow
the intuition of the planar case: (i) We attempt to design a

front layer such that rays focusing at a single point on the

target, will focus at a single point on the back layer. (ii) We
use the mapping between the target and the back layer in

order to copy surface details to the back layer.

In our implementation we use a discretized representation

of the surfaces. We denote the set of grid points separated
by units ∆g by {xj}, at which we aim to solve for a surface

zd
k(xj), for k = 1, 2.

4.1. Solving for the front layer

To derive the desired properties of the surface zd
1 we refer

to Claim 1, which states that around xj the desired surface

power should be

p
d,j
1 =

zv(xj) − D

Dzv(xj )
, (11)

where zv(xj ) is the depth of the target surface at point xj.

Let us denote by N (xj ) the area where rays emerging from

the point (xj , zv(xj)) intersect the front layer plane at z =
0. For every keypoint i such that xi ∈ N (xj) we want the

front layer to have the power pd,j
1 given in Eq. (11).

We solve for the values zd
1 (xj) that best approximate this

requirement, by minimizing the cost:

∑

j

∑

i|xi∈N(xj )

(

−pd,j
1 −

zd
1(xi+1) + zd

1(xi−1) − 2zd
1 (xi)

∆2
g

)2

(12)

To respect the bounds on the slope of the display layer, we
minimize Eq. (12) subject to the constraint that

∣

∣sd
1(xj)

∣

∣ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

zd
1(xj+1) − zd

1(xj)

∆g

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ SM . (13)

Note that when {xj} represent scene points at different

depths, the target powers pd,j
1 are different. Since every

grid point xi usually belongs to multiple neighborhoods

N (xj ), we cannot expect a zero-error solution. With the
least-square cost of Eq. (12), the typical power we get at

every grid point is some averaging of the ones at nearby

neighborhoods. As will be illustrated in Figure 9, the impli-
cation is that the disparities our display obtains in practice

are lower than the target disparities.

In addition to the bounded slope constraints of Eq. (13), the
next subsection derives constraints that should ensure a fea-

sible solution for the back layer.



Algorithm 1 Display design.

1: Solve for the top layer as a quadratic program, mini-

mizing:

∑

j

∑

xi∈N(xj )

(

−pd,j
1 −

zd
1 (xi+1)+zd

1 (xi−1)−2zd
1(xi)

∆2
g

)2

(16)

Subject to:

∣

∣

∣

∣

zd
1 (xj+1)− zd

1 (xj)

∆g

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ SM

∣

∣

∣

∣

zv(xj)·sv(xj)

D
−

(zd
1 (xj+1)−zd

1(xj))

∆g

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ SM

2: Use ray tracing to find the mapping f between points

on the back layer to points on the virtual surface.

3: Construct a back layer zd
2 with slopes:

sd
2(x) =

zv(f(x)) · sv (f(x))

D
− sd

1(f(x)) (17)

4.2. Setting the back layer

Using the front layer we can define a mapping f from points

on the 2nd layer to points on the virtual surface, and the
inverse mapping g = f−1 from the target surface to the

back layer. We can determine the shape of the second layer

using arguments similar to Claim 4 in the supplementary
appendix. The slope sd

2(x) of the 2nd layer at point x should

be set such that rays hitting this point will cross the 1st layer

at the same point as rays hitting the target surface at point
(f(x), zv(f(x)) (the proof in the appendix implies that this

can be achieved in a unique way as long as the first layer
focuses the target on the back layer). A short calculation

leads to the following rule:

sd
2(g(x)) =

zv(x) · sv(x)

D
− sd

1(x), (14)

or

sd
2(x) =

zv(f(x)) · sv(f(x))

D
− sd

1(f(x)). (15)

Note that Eqs. (14) and (15) can also be seen as a direct gen-

eralization of Claim 1: the slope of the back layer is a scaled
version of the virtual surface one, plus a term which is the

inverse of the 1st layer slope and should undo its curving.

Back layer feasibility in the front layer optimization:

As mentioned above, a feasible back layer surface should
have slopes bounded by SM . To ensure that the back layer

is feasible, we want to account for the constraints on the

back layer when solving for the front layer in Eq. (12). For
that, we use the fact that the slope in the back layer is a lin-

ear function of the front one, given by Eq. (14). Thus we

minimize Eq. (12) subject to the constraint

∣

∣

∣

∣

zv(xj) · sv(xj)

D
− sd

1(xj)

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ SM . (18)

The display design scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In practice, the resolution of the 1st layer is much lower than
that of the 2nd layer, and we use that to speed the optimiza-

tion by selecting a coarse grid spacing ∆g. To account for

this, we replace Eq. (18) by the constraints corresponding to
the minimal and maximal derivative sv in a neighborhood

of size ∆g around xj .

5. Implementation

After deriving the optical surfaces that we wish to present

on our display layers, we discuss here the practical im-
plementation. While one can fabricate the display layers

in hardware, we choose to use computer-controlled Spatial
Light Modulators (SLM) technology, with the additional

advantage of allowing dynamic content.

5.1. Spatial Light Modulators

We used the liquid crystal on silicon “PLUTO” SLM of-
fered by Holoeye Inc. It consists of 1920 × 1080 refractive

liquid crystal cells with a pitch of ∆o = 8µm over a reflec-

tive silicon background layer. When used with polarized
light, the cells allow computer control over the index of re-

fraction ηλ(x) in each individual cell, and these refractive

indices can be adjusted dynamically at a speed of 60Hz.

Since the cells are so small, the reflected energy should be
analyzed using wave optics tools. In supplementary Ap-

pendix C we briefly review the results of [16], which ana-
lyzed SLMs in termsof both wave and geometric optics and

derived the conditions under which they are equivalent. We

also provide simulation results illustrating the quality of the
geometric optics approximation.

5.2. Implementing optical surfaces with SLMs

We can use the SLM to implement an optical surface of in-

terest as derived in Sec. 4. We simply sample the surface at
intervals of ∆o = 8µm and set the SLM phase of a pixel

x as φ(x) = 4πdoηλ(x)/λ = 4πz(x)/λ. It has been ob-
served by [16] that using this conversion will produce rea-

sonable results provided that the slopes of the optical sur-

faces are smooth over spatial coherence windows of size
∆c, whose size is determined by the angular resolution the

display aims to support. The exact relation between spatial



(a) Relative position (b) Front layer (c) Back layer, mirror (d) Back layer + BRDF

Figure 7: A crop from the SLM assignment resulting from the surfaces in Figure 3. (a) Relative position. (b) Front layer. (c) Back

layer for a mirror reflectance. (d) Back layer with BRDF micro-features. The surfaces in (b,c) are obtained from Figure 3(c,d) modulo the

maximal phase retardation of the SLM.

coherence and angular resolution is detailed in the supple-

mentary appendix. In our design we selected the width ∆d

of the added BRDF bumps to be a few times wider than the
spatial coherence ∆c. For example, assuming the viewing/

illumination angle cannot go below ∆a = 0.5o− 1o, which
is the angle subtended by a 5cm source placed 3− 6m from

the display, leads to a coherence length of ∆c = 30−60µm.

The bumps we added occupied 20 × 20 or 10 × 10 SLM
units, resulting in a dot area of ∆d = 80− 160µm, which is

below the minimal resolution observed by a human standing

a reasonable distance from the surface. In the supplemen-
tary, we also evaluate the accuracy of the geometric optics

approximation through simulations. With 1920×1080 SLM
cells and 10 × 10 − 20 × 20 cell dots, we are able to dis-

play images of 192 × 108 or 96 × 54 dots, where a “dot”

corresponds to a pixel in the viewer resolution.

The SLM implementation suffers from two main restric-
tions, on angular range and thickness. As explained in sup-

plementary Appendix C, the first restriction results from the

fact that since the SLM has a limited pitch of ∆o = 8µm
pitch, the maximal surface slope s we can present is limited

as |s| ≤ Sλ
M :

Sλ
M =

λ

4∆o
. (19)

For the red illumination at λ = 633nm, we get SM =
0.02 = 1.13o. Restricting surface normals to |s| ≤ SM ,

the experiments in Sec. 6.2 are designed to support an an-
gular range of ΩM = 2SM . That is, it supports illumination

and viewing direction between −2.25o to 2.25o, an overall

range of 4.5o. Since a smaller cell pitch translates directly
into a larger angular range, this limitation will soften sub-

stantially as hardware improves. Devices with 6mm cell
pitch are already commercially available (LETO, Holoeye),

and devices with 2mm cell pitch are in development [27].

A second restrictionof SLMs is that they have limited thick-

ness. Therefore, rather than presenting φ(x) = 4πz(x)/λ,
we present φ(x) = mod (4πz(x)/λ, T ), where T is the

maximal phase derived from the thickness of the SLMs. As

clipping is a function of wavelength, this results in some
chromatic artifacts. Fig. 7 illustrates the SLM assignment

φ(x), corresponding to the display surfaces of Fig. 3.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

Figure 8: Experimental setup: while we envision a display with

one transmissive and one reflective layer, due to the limited reso-

lution of available transmissive SLMs we used two reflectiveones.

(a) Positioning the two reflective SLMs with proper tilt between

them can simulate the configuration in Figure 1(a). (b) To avoid

occlusions between the SLMs without using a large tilt angle, we

used a beam splitter. (c) The display should support every illu-

mination and viewing angle inside a target angular range. To al-

low demonstrating the display from every illumination and view-

ing direction, without occlusions between the light source and the

camera, we combined them through another beam splitter. (d) An

image of our physical setup.

5.3. Experimental setup

To implement the system described above we need one

transmissive and one reflective SLM. While liquid crystal

cells are transmissive in their nature, advanced SLMs rely
on LCoS (Liquid Crystal on a Silicon) background technol-

ogy, and are effectively reflective. Since the transmissive



SLMs available on the market are of significantly lower res-
olution, we used two reflective SLMs.

The simplest reflective setup is illustrated in Figure 8(a).
One SLM layer is positioned at angle β to the camera image

plane, a ray reflects from it toward a 2nd SLM positioned at

angle 2β from the camera so that a ray oriented along the
optical axis will return to the camera along the same axis

if the SLMs are acting as flat mirrors. Ideally, the tilt an-
gle β should be relatively small to minimize SLM aberra-

tions, however occlusions limit the minimal angle at which

we can view both mirrors. In practice, we avoid occlusions
using an equivalent construction with a beam splitter, as in

Fig. 8(b). Finally, we want to allow the camera and illumi-

nation to be positioned anywhere within the same angular
range −ΩM ≤ αin , αout ≤ ΩM . To allow us to image

the display in the lab under all these configurations, without
occlusions between the camera and the source, we recom-

bine them through a second beam splitter resulting with the

setup of Fig. 8(c). An image of our setup is available in
Fig. 8(d). In this setup the distance between the two layers

is D = 35mm.

We used a band-limited red LED illumination centered at

λ = 633nm with a 20nm bandwidth. As demonstrated
by [16], illuminating smooth SLM patterns of the type we

are using here with broadband white illumination usually

leads to modest chromatic artifacts, but we did not test this.
We used a monochromatic recording sensor, resulting in

monochromatic images. The LED source was placed at the

focal length of a lens to produce collimated illumination.

The setup was imaged using the Computar TEC-M55 tele-
centric lens. In practice the level of telecentricity achieved

by the lens is limited, implying that the camera projection

is not perfectly orthographic. As a result, not all pixels are
viewed from exactly the same direction, causing some spa-

tial variations in the viewed images. Another restriction on

the angular variation that we could present is that the accep-
tance angle of the camera is about 1o.

6. Results

As listed in Sec. 2, the main assumptions inherited in the al-

gorithm are the inability to model self-occlusions and sub-
scattering. At the same time, the limited pitch of existing

SLMs limit the slope rangeSM , and as explained below that

significantly limits the angular range of the display as well
as the range of depth content it can support. To distinguish

between algorithmic restrictions and hardware restrictions
we present here two types of results: (i) Synthetic simula-

tions that allow us to demonstrate our algorithm and study

its limitations independently of the restrictions of current
SLM technology. (ii) Real images captured with our proto-

type of two SLMs, subject to their limited slope range SM .

Figure 9: The leftmost and rightmost viewpoints of synthetic sur-

faces superimposed in different color channels. Our display (2nd

row) produces weaker disparity compared to the target (top row)

due to neighborhood averaging of the 1st layer power.

6.1. Synthetic results

In our synthetic simulations, we targeted an angular range

of ΩM = 0.2 (corresponding to a viewing angle of
[−12, 12]o, which is a reasonable viewing range for most

autosteroscopic displays), a viewing dot resolution of

∆d = 0.1mm and scenes whose depths vary at the range
[1.5, 2]cm, this allowed for a nice disparity shift of 20 dots

between the farthest and closest scene parts.

In Figures 9–11, we present a few scenes that were designed

for our display. In each case we demonstrate geometric-

optics ray-tracing rendering of the target compared to the
solution of our display design algorithm. Please also see

videos in the supplementary file.

To visualize the disparity obtained by our display, we syn-

thesize in Fig. 9 the leftmost and rightmost views in our

range as two color channels of the same image, so that a
shift from a red feature to a blue one corresponds to the fea-

ture depth and is stronger for the front parts. One can notice

that while our algorithm obtained some depth-dependent
disparity, its output disparity is lower than what is observed

at the target. As explained after Eq. (12), this is due to the
fact that rays through everygrid point on the first layer reach

scene points at different depths, and the target powers of

these depths are averaged spatially. However, the reduced
disparities here are not related to a bound on the slope as

illustrated in Fig. 6. In fact, without constraining the opti-
mization explicitly, the slopes used by the display layers for

the scenes in Figure 9 are all below SM = 0.25. For an

angular range ΩM = 0.2, the BRDF bumps alone require
slopes in the range [−0.2, 0.2] so the geometry did not add

much to the slope beyond it.



Figure 10: Synthetic surfaces under collimated, spatially-uniform illumination from varying angles. Our display (2nd row) accurately

reproduces attached shadows and highlights in the target (top row).

Figure 11: Spatially varying illumination: a point source at

varying heights above the surface, illuminating different surface

points at radially varying angles, leading to spatially varying

brightness. The top-row icons illustrate the source position rel-

ative to the surface. Note that the individual image brightness is

normalized independently.

Figure 10 illustrates scenes from a fixed viewpoint, un-
der collimated (spatially uniform) illumination from vary-

ing orientations. See also animation in the supplementary
file. While as explained earlier, our scenes do not contain

occlusions within the angular range of the display and hence

no cast shadows are present, our display does produce ac-
curate reproduction of illumination-sensitive effects in the

target, such as highlight and cast shadows.

Our display supports spatially-varying illumination effects.

Figure 11 demonstrates this using a point light source at
varying distances. As the source distance vary, the angle

at which light rays hit surface points varies, affecting the

reflected intensity. For example, when the source is very

close, the periphery of the image is illuminated at high graz-
ing angles and thus appears dark. Note that the images have

been normalized to have equal energy.

6.2. Prototype results

Unlike the wide angular and depth ranges demonstrated

in the synthetic examples of 6.1, existing SLM technol-

ogy provide limited range and resolution. As mentioned in
Sec. 5, inherited by the limited pitch, the major restriction

on the SLMs we used is the limited slope range SM = 0.02,

which corresponds to 1.14o degrees. Aiming to display
some angular variation, we attempted to stretch the angular

range up to ΩM = 2SM = 0.04. The limited slope ranges
restricted our scene content in two ways. The first restric-

tion comes from the fact that since the target angular range

is larger than the slope range of the display ΩM > SM , the
BRDFs we could add were narrower than the angular range,

in the sense that any surface point looks dark through a sub-
set of viewing angles within our range. In particular surface

points with steep gradients appear dark from anywhere in-

side our viewing range. A second restriction, as derived in
Claim 2, is that the slope range SM limits the depth range

we can program on our display. This restriction results from

the fact that if the distance |cv−D| fromthe target surface to
the second layer is large, the powersof the display layers in-

crease. In our setup with D = 35mm, applying Claim 2 for
a planar target whose area is about half of the display width

and with a narrowmirror BRDF implies that the depth of the

target surface can varyin the range [30−42]mm. This depth
range, combined with the limited viewing range, translates

into depth parallax of maximum 6 ∆d-sized dots between
the farthest and closest scene points (recall that dots are the

pixels in the viewable resolution). If we attempt to add a

BRDF such that the slope of our bumps ζv ranges between
[−0.01, 0.01], the depth range reduces to [32− 38]mm, and

the maximal parallax reduces to about 2 dots.



(a) Specular (b) Wider gloss

Figure 12: The bas-relief bunny from Figure 7 with a mirror

reflectance and wider BRDF.

Views

Figure 13: Left: A target surface of a step edge (two planes at

two different depths). The target includes a spatially-varying tex-

ture with horizontally and vertically anisotropic-reflecting BRDFs.

Right: a few views of the prototype display, from varying viewing

and lighting directions that are indicated using their projection on

the x-y plane. Since the surface consists of anisotropic BRDFs,

the background appears bright when the illumination varies hori-

zontally and dark when it moves vertically. The opposite effect is

obtained inside the logos.

Demonstrating all variations in an 8D lightfield is challeng-
ing. Yet we demonstrate images from multiple illumination

and viewing directions. We used a collimated source that

illuminates the display area uniformly. In all figures we de-
note the viewing/lighting directions as blue/orange points

representing their projection to the x − y plane.

Figure 12 demonstrates the bas-relief bunny surface from
Figs. 3 and 7 with both a mirror appearance and a wider

BRDF. As this surface is relatively thin no depth parallax is

observed, yet varying illumination varies appearance due to
the variations in gradient orientations.

Figure 13 demonstrates a step edge whose depth variation is

more dominant,with two logos on each side of the step. The
logo areas demonstrate spatial variations in BRDF. Recall

that our BRDFs vary as a function of the mean of lighting

and viewing directions (the half vector) and not as an inde-
pendent function of both of them, thus we can present the

BRDF as a 2D function rather than a 4D one, demonstrat-
ing the amount of energy reflected as a function of the x, y
components of αin + αout. In this example we used two

anisotropic BRDFs with opposite orientations, one for the
background and one for the inner logo area. As illustrated

in Fig. 13, when the display is lit with horizontal lighting

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 14: Another slicing of the step edge lightfield from

Fig. 13. The illumination direction is chosen as a symmetric reflec-

tion of the viewing direction, reducing variations in image bright-

ness and emphasizing viewpoint parallax. In (d) we demonstrate

the parallax by fusing the leftmost and rightmost images as differ-

ent color channels.

the background appears bright and the logo is dark. When

we move the illumination to a vertical direction the back-

ground becomes dark and the logo turns bright. In Fig. 14
we demonstrate the same scene with a mirror BRDF (al-

lowing for a somewhat larger depth range). In this figure
the lighting direction was selected as the reflection of the

mirror direction, so that the half angle between the light-

ing and viewing direction is always (0, 0), implying that
no brightness change is observed when shifting viewpoints.

This makes viewpoint-dependent depth parallax more ob-

servable. To demonstrate this parallax, in Fig. 14(d)we fuse
the leftmost and rightmost images as two color channels of

one image.

Fig. 15 demonstrates the Barbapapa figure with charac-

ter details on is upper facet emphasized using a different
BRDF. The gradient at the stage edges lie outside our an-

gular range and thus appear dark. Varying the illumination

direction shrinks and expands the size of the shadow region,
providing a sense of 3D. This is mostly an attached shadow

effect, which happens since the orientation of surface nor-

mals at the border of the step vary rapidly. Given the rela-
tively narrow angular extent of our BRDFs, small changes

in illumination angle affect which pixels appear bright.

7. Discussion

This paper presents a 3D light-sensitive display capable of

producing the illumination and viewpoint sensitive appear-
ance of simple virtual 3D scenes. Our contributions are: (i)

Suggesting a setup based on only two planar SLMs used

to display programable thin optical surfaces. (ii) Deriving a
simple closed-formsolution for the display of thin bas-relief

surfaces, which reduces to using the first layer as a lens fo-
cusing the target surface on the second layer, and then using

the second layer to copy all surface details from the target.

(iii) Proposing an approximate optimization framework for
the display of more general surfaces with larger depth vari-

ations, involving a simple convex optimization task with a



Figure 15: Our prototype displaying a Barbapapa character, im-

aged from two viewpoints under a 7× 7 grid of lighting directions.

The background had an anisotropic BRDF in the vertical direc-

tion, hence appears bright when illumination is varied vertically,

while the character details have vertically anisotropic BRDF and

appears bright as illumination is varied on the horizontal axis.

global solution. (iv)Building a small prototype and demon-

strating the display of a few simple 3D scenes.

Among the limitations of the display: (i) Due to the lim-
ited size and pixel pitch of existing SLMs, the spatial size

and angular range of our current prototype are quite limited.

(ii) The limited angular extent limits the range of viewable
surface normals in our target scenes. This also reduces the

amount of depth variation we can include in the displayed
scenes. (iii) Our algorithm assumes all surfaces are opaque

and does not consider interesting light-transporteffects such

as refraction and subsurface scattering. (iv)The surfaces we
support contain no self occlusions within the angular range

of interest, and hence cast shadows cannot be demonstrated.

(v) The display is restricted to gray scenes and does not sup-
port color variations.

Our design algorithms rely on geometric optics models

rather than accurate wave optics ones. Our main motiva-
tion was to achieve simple optimization algorithms, which

will allow us to gain intuition on the structure of the so-

lution and its limitations. We were also motivated by the
empirical observations of Glasner et al. [16], stating that

when the SLM content is sufficiently smooth, the geomet-

ric optics prediction provides a reasonable approximation
of wave optics effects. Nevertheless, we believe the results

can be improved if wave optics is taken into account. We

hope that the geometric optics solution can serve as a useful
initialization for a non-convex optimization accounting for

electromagnetic effects.

While any improvement in SLM technology would directly
translate into improvement in our display, another way to

relax the limitations is to use a cascade of more than two

SLMs. The first advantage of multiple SLMs is that they
provide a larger set of adjustable variables and hence more

flexibility in the approximation of harder scenes with larger
depth variation. A second advantage is that multiple layers

can allow increasing the angular range of the display. While

the ray bending of each layer is bounded by SM , their con-
catenation can achieve larger bending. Finally, if the layers

can be placed close to each other, electromagnetic effects
such as Bragg diffraction can be used to further enhance the

power of the display.
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